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Located on the Dubai waterfront, Dubai Drydocks is one of the
largest in the world. The shipyard employs more than 5,000 workers
and as many as 1,500 subcontractors. More than 5,000 vessels and
oil rigs have been built, repaired and maintained at the facility since it
opened in 1983.
A vessel requiring repairs at Dubai Drydocks is pulled into a shiplock,
where a massive door closes behind it. Water is pumped out in about
4 hours, leaving the vessel resting on supports on the shiplock floor.
Once the water is pumped out, the shiplock must be kept dry to
enable repair staff to work and operate cranes and other vehicles.
The floor is 12 metres below sea level and the structure is subject to
enormous hydrostatic
pressure when empty. Construction joints are continuously
monitored to prevent leakage, which can be difficult and costly to
repair.

Dubai drydocks aerial view

Several years ago, water was observed to be seeping through a joint
where the shiplock wall and floor meet. Facility managers tried a
number of repair methods including epoxy injections to stop the leak.
However, none of the repairs was successful in withstanding the
hydrostatic pressure and the leak persisted.
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Dubai drydocks overview. Red circle indicates crack repair area.

SOLUTION

After several other repair methods had failed, the repair team contacted Kryton International’s local distributor, Giant Star Trading, who
suggested that they try the Krystol Concrete Repair System™.
Based on Kryton’s proprietary Krystol technology, the Repair System is a cementitious, chemically reactive, surface-applied
waterproofing treatment. When applied to existing concrete, the system’s crystalline chemicals diffuse deep within the structure, causing
millions of needle-like crystals to grow. These crystals spread throughout the concrete, self-sealing cracks and permanently blocking the
movement of water in all directions. The crystals then remain dormant until another crack forms, at which time they will react with
incoming water to self-seal the crack and maintain a watertight seal.
By providing a permanent waterproofing barrier, Krystol protects concrete and steel reinforcements from water and waterborne
contaminants, even against significant hydrostatic pressure. And because the majority of the system’s chemicals migrate into concrete
within the first 28 days, its waterproofing properties are not compromised even if the application is later chipped off.
Four hours after the Krystol Crack Repair System was applied to the drydock crack, the leaking stopped. To date, no further leaks have
been reported in the repaired area.
“We are pleased to confirm that the Krystol Concrete Waterproofing System has been used successfully to stop the flowing water,”
wrote project manager, David Laird, in a letter to Giant Star Trading. “Unlike previous attempts with other materials, the Kryton system
worked as specified to stop the leaking water. The repaired area and the construction joint are now completely dry.” Pleased with
Kryton’s successful performance, Dubai Drydocks are now considering further applications with this advanced waterproofing method.
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